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Abstract: Wireless power transfer technology is being widely used in electric vehicle wireless-charging
applications, and foreign object detection (FOD) is an important module that is needed to satisfy the
transmission and safety requirements. FOD mostly includes two key parts: metal object detection
(MOD) and living object detection (LOD), which should be implemented during the charging process.
In this paper, equivalent circuit models of a metal object and a living object are proposed, and the
FOD methods are reviewed and analyzed within a unified framework based on the proposed FOD
models. A comparison of these detection methods and future challenges is also discussed. Based on
these analyses, detection methods that employ an additional circuit for detection are recommended
for FOD in electric vehicle wireless-charging applications.

Keywords: wireless power transfer; electric vehicle; equivalent circuit model; foreign object detection;
metal object detection; living object detection

1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EV) are expected to be a promising alternative to vehicles powered by fossil
fuels and to reduce emissions from the transportation sector. However, short driving ranges and
long charging times substantially hinder consumers from selecting EVs. Currently, EV charging is
mainly based on conductive charging, in which plugs and cables affect the user’s charging experience.
Additionally, potential risks exist, such as electric shock due to bad weather and damaged or stolen
plugs and cables. Battery swapping is fast and convenient, but the large investment required for
battery packs and the standardization problem are obstacles to the large-scale promotion of this
technology. With the successful demonstration of 60 W power transmission over a distance of 2 m
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 2007 [1], wireless charging is being widely
studied in the automotive industry. Since charging plugs and cables are eliminated, wireless charging
is safe, convenient, and reliable [2]. In recent years, wireless-charging products for EVs have been
released by companies such as Qualcomm Halo, Plugless Power, OLEV, Bombardier Primove, WiTricity,
Momentum Dynamics and Conductix-Wampfler [3,4].

Modern inductive wireless power transfer (WPT) still uses the principle of conventional
transformers, but because the primary coil and secondary coil are loosely coupled (the coupling
coefficient is usually in the range of 0.1–0.3 [5]), additional magnetic resonant coupling circuits are
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needed to improve the transfer power and efficiency. The resonant coupling circuit could be a four-coil
system with a symmetric or asymmetric structure [1,6,7] or a three-coil system [8,9]. To achieve circuit
resonance, compensation circuits are needed. A series-series (SS) circuit is a typical compensation
circuit topology [10], which can improve the active power transfer capability. In recent years,
inductance-capacitance-capacitance (LCC) compensation circuits have been proposed for automotive
applications. With more freedom in the parameter design than in SS circuits, zero-phase-angle,
zero-voltage switching and constant voltage/current outputs can be realized by an appropriate
parameter design [11–13]. Extensive studies of WPT systems have focused on efficiency optimization,
including system parameter design [14,15], coil structure design [16–18], power electronics design [19],
closed-loop control [20], and center frequency selection [21]. Another active area of WPT system
research aims to improve the system tolerance to coil misalignments, where a coil misalignment
could have a significant influence on the power transfer efficiency [22]. A tuning method [23], a coil
array [24] and a mechanical method [25] have been proposed to reduce the impact of misalignment.
Just like the magnetic field that is used in inductive power-transfer systems, an electric field can also
be used for WPT, which is called capacitive power transfer. Capacitive power transfer does not require
ferrites, has better tolerance to misalignment and eliminates the need for high-voltage capacitors [26].
However, the coupling capacitance is usually very small and, therefore, the system requires much
higher operating frequencies [27]. To fully use the inductive and capacitive components, a combined
inductive and capacitive WPT system was also proposed in [5], and the system performance in the
case of a misalignment was improved. In-motion charging, which is also called dynamic charging,
is another active area in WPT research. Because an EV is powered directly from the road while driving
with in-motion charging, the on-board energy storage system of the EV can be reduced, and therefore,
the initial purchase cost will be reduced, and the overall energy and economic performance during
operation will be further improved [28–32]. The results in [33] showed that up to 99.3% of drive cycles
can be satisfied by having an on-board battery with a 25 mile range and utilizing 50 kW in-motion
charging. There are mainly two major kinds of primary magnetic couplers used in inductive dynamic
charging: long track couplers and pad arrays. A long track coupler uses a primary cable along an
entire portion of a route, and a pad array sequentially energizes track segments [34]. The receiving
coil of the long track coupler covers only a small portion of the track, which results in a high
leakage electromagnetic field (EMF). The pad array approach significantly reduces the leakage EMF.
However, the segment switching circuit is complex and costly and causes output power fluctuations.
Reference [35] proposed a multiparalleled LCC reactive power compensation network structure to
realize automatic power distribution in segments by a sole inverter, and by optimizing the receiver
size, the output power pulsation was reduced in [36].

One of the most limiting factors of EV wireless charging is safety problems, and EMF exposure is
a major concern. EMF exposure needs to be rigorously analyzed to ensure that is within acceptable
levels [37]. Standards for human exposure to EMFs were specified. The guidelines published by
the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [38] and Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std. C95.1-2005 [39] presented by the IEEE International
Committee on Electromagnetic Safety are the most referenced standards. There are also standards
specified for WPT: Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J2954 [40] and International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) 61,980 [41], which were published by the SAE in 2016 and the IEC in 2015, respectively.
The ICNIRP standard limitation levels were adopted in SAE J2954. These EMF regulations are widely
discussed, and corresponding tests have been reported [42,43]. It has been shown that the leakage EMF
may exceed human safety constraints without a properly designed shielding system [44], and shielding
is necessary to control the EMF for a WPT system in high-power applications [30]. Further studies
analyzed the internal electric field induced in tissues of the human body, which was investigated in
anatomically based human models [45]. To reduce the leakage EMF, ferrite was used to optimize
the magnetic path, and the pulse width of an inverter was adjusted to reduce the harmonics of the
EMF [46]. A multimodular WPT system with opposite phase adjacent modules was introduced to
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cancel the leakage electromagnetic emissions in both an inductive WPT system [47] and a capacitive
WPT system [48]. In these structures, the radiated electromagnetic emissions were canceled from
each channel.

A further concern regarding the safety of EMF exposure is foreign object detection (FOD). Generally,
FOD includes metal object detection (MOD) and living object detection (LOD) [49,50]. The insertion
of a metal object in a WPT system can induce an eddy current in the object, which may change the
power transmission efficiency or further cause a fire [37,51]. On the other hand, living objects such
as cats, dogs or humans may move or even remain close to the transmitting coil of the WPT system,
which may also cause serious safety problems. The corresponding standards, such as SAE J2954,
require sensors to protect against hazardous FOD conditions. In SAE J2954, both MOD and LOD are
required. For non-living objects (metal objects), 13 sample objects with different configurations and
sizes are identified in testing, including ignition tests and temperature increase tests. For living objects,
a product is validated to be suitable in two phases. The first phase measures the system shutdown
from the point of detection of a living object and the subsequent decay time of the magnetic field after
the detection sensor has been triggered, and the second phase verifies the suitable detection of living
objects moving into the space [40]. With the release of corresponding standards and the development
of WPT products, the FOD technique has received increasing attention.

There have been several previous reviews of WPT, covering different aspects such as efficiency,
power, safety, and economics [4,28,52–54], but few reviews have focused on FOD. This paper studies
the FOD technique in EV wireless charging by investigating recent research on the detection methods
for metal objects and living objects. MOD and LOD methods are always proposed based on the
different aspects of the effect of the foreign object. To analyze the detection theory of these methods,
equivalent circuit models of a metal object and a living object are proposed in this paper. Based on
the proposed models, the FOD methods are reviewed and analyzed within a unified framework.
The characteristics of these methods are comparatively studied with respect to cost, space, sensitivity
and complexity, and suitable detection methods are introduced in this paper.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, a typical WPT system is introduced, and
general circuit models of a metal object and a living object in a WPT system are proposed for the
analysis and review of FOD methods. The major FOD methods are introduced and analyzed within a
unified framework based on the proposed model in Section 3. The advantages and disadvantages of
the FOD methods and future challenges of FOD applications are analyzed in Section 4.

2. Foreign Object Models

This section discusses the equivalent circuit model of a foreign object in a WPT system. First,
the basic configuration and operating principle of a typical WPT system are provided as the basis for
the future review and analysis of FOD methods. Then, general circuit models of a metal object and a
living object in a WPT system are proposed and analyzed.

2.1. Typical WPT System

As shown in Figure 1, a typical WPT system always contains two parts: The primary side and the
secondary side. The primary side always includes a direct current (DC) voltage source, a high-frequency
(HF) inverter, a transmitting coil and its compensation circuit. The secondary side always includes
a receiving coil and its compensation circuit, rectifier, filter and load. The compensation circuit can
improve the transmission efficiency [1], and there are many structures, such as SS, series-parallel (SP),
parallel-series (PS), and parallel-parallel (PP) structures [13]. Without loss of generality, the commonly
used resonant SS circuit is used in the following analysis [2,55–57], but other topologies can be analyzed
in the same way.
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Figure 1. Typical wireless power transfer (WPT) system with a series-series (SS) compensation topology.

Using the fundamental harmonic approximation (FHA) method to analyze the circuit, a simplified
equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2. The square wave voltage provided by the HF inverter is
approximated by a fundamental-harmonic pure sinusoidal input voltage source, and the high-order
harmonics are neglected. The rectifier and load Rload can be seen as an equivalent alternating current
(AC) load resistor RL, where RL = Rload × 8/π2 [53].
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In Figure 2, VS, RS, and RL represent the source voltage, internal resistance of the power source
and equivalent AC load resistance, respectively; L1, L2, R1 and R2 represent the inductances and
resistances of the transmitting and receiving coils, respectively; C1 and C2 represent the compensated
capacitances of the primary and secondary sides, respectively; M12 represents the mutual inductance
between the transmission coils, and I1 and I2 represent the currents flowing through transmitting and
receiving coils, respectively.

With the system resonance frequencyω, the circuit equation of Figure 2 can be expressed as:
.
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The input impedance of the circuit can be expressed as:

Zin = R1 +
ω2

0M2
12

R2 + RL
(3)

Therefore, the reflection of the secondary side to the primary side in the resonant case can be seen
as a variation of the internal resistance of the transmitting coil.

Q is defined as the quality factor of the circuit or circuit component, which can be expressed as
Q = ωL/R. Q1, Q2 and QC represent the quality factors of the transmitting coil, receiving coil and the
system circuit, respectively:

Q1 = ω0L1/R1 (4)

Q2 = ω0L2/R2 (5)

QC = ω0L1/Zin (6)

The output power to the load and the transmission efficiency at the resonance frequency can be
expressed as:

Pout =
ω2

0M2
12V2

SRL

[(RS + R1)(R2 + RL) +ω2
0M2

12]
2 (7)

η =
ω2

0M2
12RL

(RS + R1)(R2 + RL)
2 +ω2

0M2
12(R2 + RL)

(8)

The maximum transmission efficiency of the WPT system can be expressed as [53]:

ηmax =
k2Q1Q2

(1 +
√

1 + k2Q1Q2)
2 (9)

where,
k = M12/

√
L1L2 (10)

As described above, the maximum transmission efficiency is correlated with the coupling
coefficient k and the quality factor of the transmission coils, where the coupling coefficient k is related
to the mutual inductance and self-inductance and the quality factor is related to the self-inductance,
internal resistance and resonance frequency. With changes in the magnetic field coupling structure
and energy flow, the coupling effect, resonance frequency and quality factor change correspondingly,
leading to a change in the transferred power and transmission efficiency. Therefore, changes that can
affect the magnetic field coupling structure and energy flow may affect the transmission performance
of the WPT system.

2.2. Foreign Object Models

Foreign objects in a WPT system include metal objects and living objects. A metal object may
absorb energy from the EMF and disturb the transmission performance of the WPT system, and a
living object exposed to a strong EMF may result in a serious safety problem. To analyze the effect
of a foreign object and propose a detection approach, circuit models of the foreign object are needed.
In this part, general circuit models of a metal object and a living object based on a typical WPT system
are proposed and analyzed within a unified framework.

2.2.1. Metal Object Model

The metal object considered here can be any metallic object, even sliced paper with foil, which
may have different influences on the WPT system depending on the object. The metal object can be
described by a general circuit model, as shown in Figure 3.
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This model consists of an original WPT system, a metal object and an additional detection circuit,
where the additional detection circuit is optional. The original WPT system is the same as that in the
circuit introduced in Section 2. However, the compensation circuit in the transmitter (Tx) and receiver
(Rx) can be of different topology. The metal object, which tends to couple with the transmission coils
due to the eddy current effect, is modeled as an equivalent LR circuit, where the mutual inductances
(M13 and M23) and self-inductance (L3) correspond to the EMF coupled to the metal object, and the
resistance (R3) corresponds to the eddy current losses of the metal object. The capacitance effects of
the metal object are always neglected according to references [55,58–60]. If an additional detection
circuit which always uses the detection coils as the detection equipment exists, a similar EMF coupling
effect occurs and the additional detection circuit can be represented by an opened LR circuit. The EMF
coupling effect of the detection circuit is represented by L4, M14, M24 and M34, and the power loss
of the detection circuit corresponds to the resistance R4. Since the proposed model is only a circuit
representation of electromagnetic coupling effects and losses, it is suitable for all metal objects in a
WPT system with different coil structures and resonance circuits or different sizes, shapes or positions
of metal objects.

2.2.2. Living Object Model

The living object considered here includes human beings and animals, which always present
capacitive characteristics due to the lipid layer in the cellular membrane and the components of the
body [61]. When a living object approaches a WPT system, it tends to couple with the transmission
pads by capacitive coupling. A general circuit model of the living object is shown in Figure 4.

This model consists of an original WPT system, a living object and an additional optional detection
circuit. The original WPT system is demonstrated by the transmission pads, and the transmitting and
receiving circuits are not shown in this model. The living object is modeled as a CR circuit, where
the mutual capacitances (C3R and C3T) correspond to the electric field coupled to the living object,
the mutual capacitance (C3g) corresponds to the ground effect of the living object, and the internal
capacitance (C3) and resistance (R3) of the living object are always relatively small and can be neglected
according to references [61–65]. If an additional detection circuit exists, a similar electric field coupling
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effect can be represented by C34, C4R and C4T. The ground effect of the additional detection circuit is
neglected in this model due to the location of the detection circuit is always on the surface of Tx pad.
Mutual capacitances (CTR and CTg) always occur between the transmission pads and the Tx pad to the
ground. Considering the long distance between Tx and Rx, the ground effect of Rx is neglected in this
model. Since the proposed model is only a circuit representation of the electric field coupling effect
and ground effect, it is suitable for all living objects in WPT systems with different coil structures and
resonance circuits or different sizes, shapes or positions of living objects.

The model proposed in this section describes the interaction of the WPT system, the foreign object
and the additional detection circuit, which can be used to analyze a detection approach for the foreign
object in the WPT system.
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3. Foreign Object Detection Methods

This section discusses the state-of-the-art FOD methods for an EV wireless charging system based
on the proposed foreign object models. According to the differences in the foreign object types and
detection principles, FOD methods can be classified into several categories, as shown in Figure 5.
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FOD methods can be divided into MOD and LOD methods according to type of foreign object.
The detection methods include mechanical and thermal methods and electromagnetic methods,
where the former methods focus on non-electromagnetic characteristics and the latter methods focus
on the electromagnetic characteristics. According to whether an additional detection circuit is utilized,
electromagnetic methods can be classified into two categories: methods with and without an additional
circuit. Depending on whether the detection circuit is driven by a power source, the methods involving
an additional circuit can be divided into active detection and passive detection methods.

3.1. Metal Object Detection Methods

Metal objects of different types and sizes can approach a WPT system, and their influences
on the system are always different. Detection can be achieved based on the mechanical and
thermal characteristics of the metal object, which lead to variations in space and temperature, or the
electromagnetic characteristics of the metal object and the WPT system, which produce variations in the
transmission performance. Therefore, MOD methods can be classified into two categories: mechanical
and thermal detection methods and electromagnetic detection methods.

Mechanical and thermal detection methods focus on the variation of the whole framework of
the WPT system, where the existence of a metal object always occupies the space and provides an
independent heat source. Therefore, the light sensors [66], image processing [67,68], temperature
sensors [69], and radar or sonar sensors [66,70] are always utilized in these methods to detect
the mechanical and thermal signatures of the metal object, such as size, shape, temperature, and
distance [56,66]. The metal object then can be validated by the output values of the detection sensor.
These methods can be operated at all times, regardless of whether there is a receiving coil. However,
the methods are mainly dependent on relative detection sensors and have been described in [66]
and [71], and therefore, they will not be described in detail in this paper.

Electromagnetic detection methods focus on the electromagnetic effect of a metal object, where the
existence of a metal object in a variable magnetic field will result in a power loss and a redistributed
magnetic field, and the operating performance of the WPT system will change correspondingly.
The metal object can, therefore, be detected from a changed system parameter or a changed EMF.
According to whether an additional detection circuit is utilized, electromagnetic detection methods can
be classified into two categories: methods with and without an additional circuit. Because the common
metal objects are non-ferromagnetic, without loss of generality, we first assume the metal objects are
non-ferromagnetic. The detection methods for ferromagnetic metal objects will be discussed later.

3.1.1. Detection Methods Without an Additional Circuit

Detection methods without an additional circuit utilize the main WPT system as the detection
target, and a variation in the system parameters can be used to validate the existence of metal objects.
For such methods, the detection theory can be analyzed through the proposed metal object model
described in Section 2. The equivalent circuit of the metal object in a WPT system can be obtained as
shown in Figure 6. The gray dashed line means that there is no additional detection circuit. When a
metal object approaches a WPT system, it tends to couple with the transmission coils. In reality,
the transmitter pad is always mounted under the ground, and the metal object tends to appear on
the surface of the transmitting pad. Considering a large distance between the transmission coils,
we assume that the metal object only affects the Tx coil and has no effect on the Rx coil. Therefore,
the mutual inductance M23 can be neglected in the model and the effect of the metal object can be
reflected to the transmitting coil as the variation of the internal resistance and inductance of the
transmitting coil. R1eq and L1eq in Figure 6b represent the equivalent internal resistance and inductance
of the transmitting coil considering the effect of the metal object. Moreover, the mutual inductance M12

may have a small variation with a variation of internal inductance of the transmitting coil. To simplify
the analysis, we assume that the mutual inductance between the transmission coils does not change.
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Assuming that the system operating frequency is ω, the circuit equation of Figure 6a can be
expressed as: 

.
VS =

(
RS + R1 + jωL1 +

1
jωC1

) .
I1 − jωM12

.
I2 − jωM13

.
I3

jωM12
.
I1 =

(
R2 + RL + jωL2 +

1
jωC2

) .
I2

jωM13
.
I1 = (R3 + jωL3)

.
I3

(11)

Considering the effect of the metal object on the Tx coil, the equivalent circuit equation of Figure 6b
can be expressed as: 

.
VS =

(
RS + R1eq + jωL1eq +

1
jωC1

) .
I1 − jωM12

.
I2

jωM12
.
I1 =

(
R2 + RL + jωL2 +

1
jωC2

) .
I2

(12)

where, 
R1eq = R1 +

ω2M2
13R3

R2
3+ω

2L2
3

L1eq = L1 −
ω2M2

13L3

R2
3+ω

2L2
3

(13)

From Equations (11)–(13), the effect of the metal object can be seen as an increase in the internal
resistance and a decrease in the self-inductance of the Tx coil. The original system parameters then
change correspondingly with the appearance of the metal object.

(a) Detection method based on an impedance deviation

From Equations (12) and (13), the input impedance of the WPT system can be expressed as:

Zin = R1eq +
ω2M2

12(R2 + RL)

(R2 + RL)
2 +

(
ωL2 −

1
ωC2

)2 + jω

L1eq −
ωM2

12

(
ωL2 −

1
ωC2

)
(R2 + RL)

2 +
(
ωL2 −

1
ωC2

)2

+ 1
jωC1

(14)

Therefore, the real and imaginary parts of the input impedance change due to the effect of the
metal object, which provides an approach for metal object detection. In [72], an impedance deviation
detection method was proposed, which utilized the deviation of the real impedance of the transmitting
coil to validate the existence of a metal object. In this method, only voltage and current sensors within
the WPT system are needed: no other sensors are needed.

(b) Detection method based on a voltage and current deviation

When the input impedance is affected by a metal object, the system voltage and current change
correspondingly, which can act as detection parameters for MOD. With the reflection of the metal object
and receiver to the transmitter, the equivalent circuit in Figure 6 can be simplified as shown in Figure 7.
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From Equations (15) and (16), the current and voltage of the transmitting coil can be expressed as:

.
I1 =

.
VS

RS + R1eq_all + jωL1eq_all +
1

jωC1

(17)

.
V1 = (R1eq_all + jωL1eq_all)

.
I1 (18)

Therefore, the system voltage and current are affected by the metal object. In [73], a MOD method
of monitoring and analyzing the working space of the supply current and transmitting coil voltage
was proposed. When a large metal object appears and leads the voltage and current over a threshold
value, the system then enters a fault mode and is shut down immediately. In addition, the drain
waveform of the power switches also changes due to the inductive characteristics of the metallic object,
where untuned metal objects may cause a different response in the drain waveform than the tuned
receiver. Thus, the drain waveform deviation of power switches was measured in [74] to validate the
existence of metal objects.

(c) Detection method based on a phase shift

From Equation (15), the phase between the voltage and current of the transmitting coil can be
expressed as:

θ = arctan
ωL1eq_all −

1
ωC1

RS + R1eq_all
(19)

When the voltage and current of the transmitter vary due to the presence of a metal object, a phase
shift will always occur between them. Therefore, a phase shift detection method was proposed in [75],
which tracked the voltage and current of the transmitting coil and calculated the corresponding phase
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shift. If the measured value exceeds a predetermined threshold, the existence of the metal object can be
determined, and the system will be adjusted to a safe operating condition. The experimental results
presented in [75] showed that a phase shift of 7◦, 10◦ and 15◦ can be obtained when a can, iron bottle
and pot object is placed on the transmitting coil separately.

(d) Detection method based on a resonance frequency deviation

From Equations (15), the resonance frequency of the WPT system with the effect of a metal object
can be expressed as:

fr =
1

2π
√

L1eq_allC1

(20)

We can know from Equation (16) that the equivalent internal inductance of transmitting coil
L1eq_all tends to decrease with the effect of a metal object. Therefore, the resonance frequency tends
to increase and can be used to detect the metal object. In [76] and [56,77,78], resonance frequency
deviation detection methods were proposed that involved monitoring and measuring the resonance
frequency of the transmitting coil. In [76], the frequency tracking power was utilized to make the
system operate in the resonant state, and the resonance frequency was calculated through a single-chip
detection system. In [56,77,78], a self-tuning controller was utilized to synchronize the switching
power converter with the resonant current and measure the resonance frequency. By comparing the
measured value with the normal value, the existence of a metal object can then be determined when
the resonance frequency deviation exceeds a threshold, and the switching signal can then be disabled.

(e) Detection method based on a Q factor deterioration

From Equations (4)–(6), the quality factor varies with changes in the input impedance and
resonance frequency, which can be used to reveal the appearance of metal objects. In [79], a Q factor
deterioration detection method was proposed, where the Q factor of the receiving coil was measured
to validate nearby metal objects. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 8.
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In Figure 8, vc1 and vc2 represent the voltage on both side of resonance capacitance C2. L2eq and
R2eq represent the equivalent self-inductance and internal resistance of the receiving coil considering
the reflected metal object, which can be expressed as:

R2eq = R2 +
R3ω

2M2
23

R2
3+ω

2L2
3

L2eq = L2 −
L3ω

2M2
23

R2
3+ω

2L2
3

(21)
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From Equations (2), (5) and (21), the resonance angular frequency ωr and Q factor of the receiving
coil can be expressed as:

ωr =
1√

L2eqC2
(22)

Q =
ωrL2eq

R2eq
=

1
R2eq

√
L2eq

C2
=

1

R2 +
R3ω2

r M2
23

R2
3+ω

2
r L2

3

√√√√
L2 −

L3ω
2
r M2

23
R2

3+ω
2
r L2

3

C2
(23)

It can be seen from Equation (21) that under the effect of the metal object, the equivalent internal
inductance decreases while internal resistance increases. Therefore, the resonance frequency tends to
increase while the Q factor decreases, and the Q factor can be used as a detection parameter. In [79],
the Q factor of the receiving coil was monitored by measuring the voltage on both sides of the resonance
capacitance. The receiver acts as an LC high-pass filter, and the Q factor can be expressed as the peak
level of (vc2 − vc1)/vc1, where,

vc2 − vc1

vc1
=

s2

s2 + sω
Q +ω2 (24)

When ω is equal to the resonance frequency ωr, Equation (24) can be written as:∣∣∣∣∣vc2 − vc1

vc1

∣∣∣∣∣ = |vc2 − vc1|

|vc1|
= Q (25)

By varying the frequency of the power source, the peak level of |vc2 − vc1|/|vc1| can be searched,
which is known as the Q factor. The metal object can thus be determined by comparing the measured
Q factor with the original value without the metal object.

(f) Detection method based on a power loss and transmission efficiency deterioration

As described above, the existence of a metal object will cause a power loss due to the eddy current
induced inside the object. Moreover, the changed input impedance, voltage, current, phase shift,
resonance frequency and quality factor will lead to impedance mismatching, which may greatly
decrease the transmission efficiency of the WPT system. As a result, the transmitter tends to deliver
more power to sustain the intended power of the receiver. Therefore, the power loss and transmission
efficiency can be used to detect the metal object. In [80], a power loss detection method was proposed
for MOD in a low-power WPT system, which is also suitable for a high-power system. This method
uses mathematical regression analysis to find the relationship between the system parameters and the
power loss in the WPT system. By calculating the power loss and comparing it with the measured
input and output powers, the presence of metal objects then be determined by the discrepancy in the
power. In [55], a detection method based on a transmission efficiency deterioration was proposed
that involved measuring the frequency characteristics of the transmission performance of a four-coil
WPT system. With this method, as a metal object approaches the transmission coils, the transmission
characteristics change, where the frequencies of the minimized reflection of the transmission coils
increase and the number of such frequencies changes. By measuring the value and number of such
frequencies, the existence of the metal object can then be determined.

In conclusion, detection methods without an additional circuit focus on variations in the original
system performance due to the metal object, where the changed system parameters, including the input
impedance, voltage, current, phase shift, resonance frequency, Q factor, power loss and transmission
efficiency, act as detection parameters. Apart from this method, the other way to detect a metal object is
to employ a detection method that utilizes an additional detection circuit to detect the electromagnetic
effect of the metal object.
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3.1.2. Detection Methods with An Additional Circuit

Detection methods with an additional circuit focus on the EMF coupling effect of the metal object,
where a metal object in a variable magnetic field tends to couple with the field-generating coil and
disturb the magnetic field [55,76,81,82]. In this method, an additional inductive circuit is always
utilized as an auxiliary detection sensor, which can couple with the metal object or measure the changed
EMF between the transmission coils. Depending on whether the magnetic field is generated by the
additional detection circuit or the transmission coils, detection methods with an additional circuit can
be classified into active and passive detection methods.

In active detection methods, the additional detection circuit is always driven by a power source,
which can generate a magnetic field and couple with the metal object. As described above, the metal
object may affect the circuit impedance and absorb energy from the magnetic field. Therefore, the metal
object can be detected by a deviation in the circuit impedance or transferred power. Unlike active
detection methods, passive detection methods utilize an additional detection circuit without a power
source to measure the change in the EMF between the transmission coils, where the existence of the
metal object induces a voltage deviation. Therefore, a metal object can be detected by deviations in the
active impedance, active power and passive induced voltage.

(a) Detection method based on an active impedance deviation

When a metal object is present in the magnetic field generated by the additional detection circuit,
a magnetic coupling effect occurs. The effect of the metal object can be seen as a variation in the
equivalent internal resistance and self-inductance of the detection circuit [83,84]. The equivalent circuit
is shown in Figure 9.
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With the operating frequency ω, the equivalent internal resistance and self-inductance can be
expressed as: 

R4eq = R4 +
R3ω

2M2
34

R2
3+ω

2L2
3

L4eq = L4 −
L3ω

2M2
34

R2
3+ω

2L2
3

(26)

It can be seen from Equation (26) that the equivalent internal resistance increases due to the
presence of the metal object, while the self-inductance decreases. The metal object can then be detected
from the circuit impedance deviation. In [83] and [84], a detection method based on a coil impedance
deviation was proposed, which utilized the variation in the self-inductance of a sensing circuit mounted
on the Tx pad to realize the metal object detection. The sensing pattern consisted of multiple loop
coil sets, with each loop coil set containing two coils connected in series with opposite polarities to
cancel the induced voltage inside the coil set generated by the transmission coils. In this method,
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the sensing pattern involves a parallel resonant circuit driven by a current source and employs a
mistuned operating frequency near the −3 dB point to increase the detection sensitivity. If a metal
object is present, the object will tend to couple with the sensing pattern, and the self-inductance of
the sensing pattern will decrease, leading to a decrease in the output voltage of the parallel resonant
circuit. By measuring the output voltage, the existence of the metal object can be validated.

(b) Detection method based on an active power deviation

In addition to the circuit impedance, the transferred power of the coil can also be used to detect
a metal object. In [74], the transmission power of the additional detection circuit was monitored to
indicate the existence of metal objects. The additional detection coil was always utilized and placed
near the transmitting coil, which was driven at a frequency slightly different from the system resonance
frequency. In this case, when a metal object appears, the object tends to absorb energy from the
magnetic field generated by the detection coil, which leads to a variation in the transferred power of
the coil. Therefore, the metal object can be detected by monitoring the power transmitted from the
additional detection coil.

(c) Detection method based on a passive induced voltage deviation

The detection method based on a passive induced voltage deviation focuses on the electromagnetic
coupling effect of the metal object, where the change in the EMF causes an induced voltage deviation
of the additional detection coil [58–60,85–92] or the tunable magnetoresistive (TMR) sensor [57].
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 10.
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In [58–60,85–92], the induced voltage deviation of the additional detection coil was always
utilized to verify the distorted EMF between the transmission coils in the presence of metal objects.
The detection coil was always located on the transmitting pad and contained two reverse direction
or symmetric direction coil loops to cancel the induced voltage generated by the transmitting coil.
When a metal object was present, the redistributed magnetic flux passing through the coil loops
would cause an induced voltage deviation, thus constituting an approach for MOD. However, the coil
structures in these references were different. In [85], multiple open-circuited, single-turn sensing coils
placed above the Tx worked as the detection coil. In [86], a group of two divided coil loops or two
reverse-direction overlapped coil loops acted as the detection coil, while in [59,60,87,88], many pairs
of non-overlapped coil loops were installed in parallel as the detection coil, with each pair of coil
loops having two reverse-direction symmetric coils that could be divided or connected in reverse.
The integrated non-overlapped coil structure is proposed in [89] and the statistical model of induced
voltage in detection coils are used for MOD. These detection coils can be fabricated on the printed circuit
board (PCB) layer. The overlapped coil structure requires at least two layers, while the non-overlapped
coil structure requires only one layer. The detection coil proposed in [58] consisted of many turns
of two parallel symmetrical half-circle coils overlapping with reverse directions. The symmetrical
configurations of the square coils connected in reverse direction are proposed in [90–92], where a
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double-layer balanced configuration is used in [90], a two-layer centrosymmetric configuration is used
in [91], a single layer symmetrical configuration with a non-symmetrical center to eliminate the blind
zones is proposed in [92].

In addition to the detection coil, a TMR sensor matrix was proposed to measure the change in the
EMF in reference [57]. The sensor matrix was mounted below the receiving coil, and the magnetic flux
density distribution of the whole flux plane was measured. The existence of a metal object can then be
distinguished by the DC magnetic field offset caused by the distorted magnetic flux, and the location
can be obtained by analyzing the voltage output of the sensor matrix.

In conclusion, detection methods with the additional circuit focus on the coupling effect of the
metal object on the additional detection circuit or the WPT system. The detection circuit is always
followed by an amplifier circuit, a filter circuit, a signal-processing circuit and a feedback loop to the
WPT control system. These circuits always have a high input impedance to reduce the detection circuit
current and prevent an impact on the transmission coils. The block diagram of the additional detection
system is shown in Figure 11.
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For the ferromagnetic metal object, it can be regarded as a ferrite. When the metal object gets
close to the transmission coils, the equivalent internal inductance of the coils may be increased due to
permeability and conductivity of the metal object, and the equivalent internal resistance increased due
to the eddy current inside the metal object. Then the coil impedance may be changed, which leads to a
variation of coil voltage and current, and a phase shift between them. The quality factor of the coil
and the system resonant frequency also changes. All of these would cause a mistuning and decrease
the transmission efficiency. The magnetic field also can be distributed by the high permeability of the
ferromagnetic metal objects. Therefore, the detection methods that applied for non-ferromagnetic
metal objects can also be used for ferromagnetic metal object.

The effect of a metal object on the WPT system depends on the size, shape, material and location
of the metal object, which have been researched. In [93], the effect of the metal object size on the WPT
system was studied. It shows that increasing the size of the metal object significantly increases the
foreign object impact. In [94], the effects of different types of metal objects on a WPT system with
different locations were studied comparatively. It is shown that non-ferromagnetic metals always
lead to a high frequency shift and a lower resistive loss, while ferromagnetic metals always produce
a low frequency shift and a high eddy current loss. The influence of the metal object location on
the self-inductance, mutual inductance and resonance frequency of the WPT system was researched
in [56,82], where the variation increased as the metal object became closer to the coil, and the maximum
variation always occurred on the coil but not on the exact center because the flux density in the center
may cancel it out. All these results show that the impact of a metal object in a WPT system is extremely
sensitive to the characteristics of the metal object. Therefore, the effective conditions of different MOD
methods must be carefully evaluated at specific cases.

General MOD methods are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Metal object detection (MOD) methods.

MOD Method Sensor Detection Parameter

Mechanical and thermal methods

Light sensor,
image processing,

temperature sensor,
radar/sonar sensor

Size, shape [66,67],
Temperature [68,69],

Distance [66,70]

Electromagnetic
methods

Without additional circuit Main WPT system

Impedance [72],
current, voltage [73,74],

phase shift [75],
resonant frequency [56,77,78],
Q factor [79], power loss [80],
transmission efficiency [55]

With additional
circuit

Active detection Detection coil with a
power source

Coil impedance [83,84],
Coil transferred power [74]

Passive detection

Detection coil without a
power source,

tunable magnetoresistive
(TMR) sensor

Changed electromagnetic field
(EMF) [57–60,85–92]

The operating time of the detection methods also needs to be considered. If the detection method
can be implemented before charging, the metal object can then be found and removed before the object
absorbs energy from the WPT system. However, only the methods with an additional driving system
can be implemented before charging, such as the mechanical and thermal detection methods [66–70],
active detection methods [74,83,84] and resonance frequency detection method [56]. The other detection
methods, which correlate with the charging state of the WPT system, can only be implemented while
charging. To avoid a threat associated with the metal object while charging, the detection methods
need to operate during the whole charging process.

3.2. Lving Object Detection Methods

A living object that is exposed to the strong EMF generated by the transmission coils of a WPT
system may exhibit symptoms such as body heating, blood pressure changes, whirling, nausea and
fatigue [62,95–97]. At the same time, the transmission performance of the WPT system may be affected
by the existence of the living object. Therefore, living objects should be detected during wireless
charging. Living objects can be detected based on the mechanical and thermal characteristics or the
electromagnetic characteristics of the living object. LOD methods can thus be classified into two
categories: mechanical and thermal detection methods and electromagnetic detection methods.

3.2.1. Mechanical and Thermal Detection Methods

The mechanical and thermal detection methods used for MOD are also suitable for LOD,
where the light sensors [66], imaging processing [67,68], temperature sensors [66], and radar or sonar
sensors [66,70,98,99] are always utilized to validate the presence of a living object based on size, shape,
temperature and distance. These methods focus on variations in the space occupied by the living object
and the temperature associated with the living object. These methods can be implemented before or
during charging, and the detection results mainly rely on relative detection sensors. Such methods
have been proposed in [66] and [71] but are not described in detail in this paper.

3.2.2. Electromagnetic Detection Methods

Electromagnetic detection methods focus on the electric coupling effect of the living object,
where capacitive coupling always occurs due to the capacitive characteristic of the living object.
This detection method can be demonstrated and analyzed by the living object model proposed in
Section 2. Depending on whether an additional detection circuit exists, the electromagnetic detection
methods can be classified into two categories: methods with and without an additional circuit.

(a) Detection methods without an additional circuit
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As shown in Figure 12, the grey dashed line means there is no additional detection circuit. When a
living object that is capacitive and not tuned to the resonance frequency approaches the transmission
coils, capacitive coupling always occurs, which leads to a change in the drain waveform of the power
switches relative to that of a tuned receiver. Therefore, the drain waveform of the power switches can
be used to detect nearby living objects.
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In Figure 12, CTR_eq and CTg_eq represent the equivalent mutual capacitance between the
transmission coils and the ground effect of the Tx pad considering the existence of the living object.
In [74], the drain waveform of the power switches was measured and compared with the original
waveform, and the living object could then be verified from the deviation in the drain waveform.

(b) Detection methods with an additional circuit

Detection methods with an additional circuit focus on the mutual capacitance between the living
object and the additional detection circuit, where a detection capacitor [62,69,100] or detection coil [101]
is always utilized. When a living object is in the vicinity of the detection circuit, the coupling effect
always produces a variation in the circuit impedance. The living object can then be detected from such
impedance deviations.

In [62,69,100], a capacitor with a special shape was utilized as the additional detection sensor.
In [69], a length of wire was employed as the capacitive element to measure the capacitance deviation
with or without the living object. In [62,100], a comb pattern capacitor was used as the sensing pattern,
which was mounted on the transmitting pad and driven by a power source. With this approach,
when a living object approaches the sensing pattern, a mutual capacitance occurs that always produces
a capacitance deviation. Considering the mutual capacitance between the living object and the ground,
the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 13 [62,102].
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Cv represents the capacitance variation of the sensing pattern in the presence of a living object.
Cg represents the mutual capacitance between the sensing pattern and the ground, which can be
negligible when the living object appears on the surface of the transmitting pad. α represents the
difference coefficient of the sensor electrodes, which is always 0.5 [64,103]. To measure the capacitance
variation, a single comb pattern capacitor and an active RC integrator were utilized in [62] to detect the
minimal capacitance change. A multiple comb pattern capacitor and a parallel resonant circuit were
utilized in [100] to improve the detection sensitivity. The living object could then be determined by the
impedance deviation of the detection circuit.

In addition to the detection capacitor, a detection coil can also be used for LOD. In [101], a detection
coil was used as the capacitive sensor, which was mounted on the Tx pad and driven by a power
source. The detection coil tends to couple with the living object by the mutual capacitance, producing
a variation in the circuit impedance. Considering the ground effect of the living object, the equivalent
circuit is shown in Figure 14. By measuring the impedance variation of the detection coil, the presence
of a living object can then be validated
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In conclusion, the presence of a living object close to a WPT system can be verified based on the
physical and thermal characteristics of the living object or the electric field coupling effect of the living
object on the WPT system or the additional detection circuit. General LOD methods are summarized
in Table 2.

Table 2. Living object detection (LOD) methods.

LOD Method Sensor Detection Parameter

Mechanical and thermal methods

Light sensor,
image processing,

temperature sensor,
radar/sonar sensor

Size, shape, [66,67]
temperature [66,68],

distance [66,70,98,99]

Electromagnetic methods
Without additional circuit Main WPT system Drain voltage deviation of

the power switches [74]

With additional circuit Detecting capacitor,
detection coil

Impedance deviation
[62,69,100,101]

The operating time of a LOD method also needs to be considered. To prevent the living object
from experiencing harmful effects due to the strong EMF, the detection method should be implemented
before charging, as with the mechanical and thermal detection methods [66,67,70,98,99] and detection
methods with an additional circuit [62,69,100,101]. Considering that a living object may approach the
transmission coils while charging, all the detection methods should be implemented during the whole
charging process.
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3.3. Conclusions

Metal and living objects that approach a WPT system and are exposed to a strong EMF may produce
changes in the transmission performance and cause safety problems, which should be forbidden in
EV wireless charging. In addition, the detection method should be implemented during the whole
charging process. The discussed MOD and LOD methods can be achieved based on the mechanical
and thermal characteristics or electromagnetic characteristics of the foreign object. The mechanical
and thermal detection methods focus on the volume and temperature associated with the foreign
object. These methods are suitable for both MOD and LOD and can be implemented before or during
charging. The electromagnetic detection methods focus on the inductive or capacitive coupling effect
of the foreign object on the WPT system or the additional detection circuit and can be categorized based
on whether an additional circuit is employed. The detection methods without an additional circuit
utilize changes in system parameters, such as impedance, voltage, current, phase shift, resonance
frequency, Q factor, power loss and transmission efficiency, to validate the existence of the foreign
object. The detection methods with the additional circuit include active and passive detection methods.
The active detection methods utilize detection coils or detection capacitors driven by a power source to
couple with the foreign object and validate the existence of the foreign object based on the variation
of the detection circuit. The passive detection methods always utilize detection coils to measure the
change in the EMF between the transmission coils due to a metal object. By implementing these
detection methods before or during charging, a foreign object can then be detected.

4. Conclusions and Future Challenges

This paper reviews the major MOD and LOD methods and analyzes the methods within a unified
framework based on the proposed metal object and living object models. This section discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of FOD methods in terms of cost, occupied space, sensitivity and
complexity. The future challenges of FOD in EV wireless charging are also analyzed.

The FOD methods described above contain mechanical and thermal detection methods and
detection methods with and without an additional circuit. The mechanical and thermal detection
methods focus on the mechanical and thermal signatures of foreign objects and need detection
sensors. These methods are independent of the WPT system and the type of foreign object. However,
the detection sensor is always relatively expensive and requires additional working space, and the
detection sensitivity is always affected by the environment.

The detection methods without an additional circuit, which focus on the variation of system
parameters affected by foreign objects, have mostly been proposed for MOD and implemented during
charging. These methods are always cost-effective and easy to implement. However, the state
variation is always relatively weak compared to that of a high-power WPT system, and the methods
are not always sensitive to small objects. Moreover, the detection results are always affected by
the misalignment of the receiver coil and the load condition, which can also cause changes in the
system parameters.

The detection methods with an additional circuit, which are the most popular, focus on the
EMF coupling effect of foreign objects and a detection coil or capacitor are always utilized as the
detection equipment. These methods have a relatively higher detection sensitivity than the other two
detection methods, and both the detection coil and capacitor are easy to mount. Among them the active
detection methods are suitable for both MOD and LOD and can be implemented before or during
charging. The passive detection methods are only suitable for MOD and can only be implemented
during charging. In addition, these methods always require a signal-processing circuit, and the active
detection methods always require an extra driving circuit, which increases the complexity of the WPT
system and may be affected by the strong EMF. Moreover, although the sensitivity is relatively higher
than that of the other methods, the detection accuracy needs to be improved for small objects.

The characteristics of the major FOD methods are shown in Table 3, and the suitable foreign object
types and operating times of the major FOD methods are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Characteristics of the major FOD methods.

Detection Method Advantages Disadvantages

Mechanical and thermal methods
Independent of the WPT

system and foreign
object type

High cost,
requires additional space,

affected by the environment

Electromagnetic
methods

Without additional circuit
No extra equipment,

cost-effective,
easy to implement

Low sensitivity, affected by
misalignment and the load condition

With additional circuit
Active detection Relatively high sensitivity,

easy to mount

Requires an extra driven circuit,
requires signal-processing circuit

Passive detection Needs signal-processing circuit

Table 4. Suitable foreign object types and operating times of the major FOD methods.

Detection Method MOD LOD Before Charging During Charging

Mechanical and thermal methods X X X X

Electromagnetic
methods

Without additional circuit

Drain waveform
deviation of the power

switches [74]
X X × X

Resonance frequency
deviation [56] X × X X

Others detection methods X × × X

With additional circuit
Active detection X X X X

Passive detection X × × X

Comprehensively considering the cost, occupied space, sensitivity and complexity, the detection
methods that employ the additional circuit are recommended for EV wireless charging. The active
detection methods are recommended, because they are suitable for both MOD and LOD, and can be
operated before or during charging. The detection signal variation can be 40% for MOD [83,84] and
30% for LOD [62,100], which are large enough for FOD. However, the active methods always require
an extra driving circuit. Considering the cost and complexity, a combination of active and passive
detection methods may be a future development direction of the FOD technology.

Although various detection methods have been proposed, there are also some challenges for FOD
in EV wireless charging.

First, the recent FOD methods have mainly been proposed for inductive power transfer (IPT)
systems rather than capacitive power transfer (CPT) applications. With the increase in applications
of the CPT system in EV wireless charging, FOD in the CPT system needs to be studied. For the
CPT system, a strong electric field is generated between the transmission metal plates, which may be
separated by a long distance. When a foreign object is present, the capacitive coupling and transmission
performance of the CPT system will be affected. Moreover, when a living object approaches the
transmission plates, it will experience a strong electric field, and if the living object touches a metal
plate with a high voltage, a current will flow inside the living body to the ground [104–108]. Therefore,
to maintain the transmission performance and prevent safety problems, FOD in the CPT system needs
to be considered in the future.

Second, the evaluation of the FOD methods needs to be researched in the future. Currently,
it is difficult to compare the performance of different FOD studies fairly, because foreign objects
have different properties, such as size, shape, and location, which may lead to quite different results.
A universal metric to evaluate the capability of FOD methods would greatly promote the development
of this technology, and standardized specific test scenarios would also be extremely helpful.

Finally, the detection sensitivity and accuracy should be improved in the future. For example,
increasing the detection sensitivity of the detection methods without an additional circuit and improving
the detection accuracy of the detection methods with the additional circuit would be worthwhile.
With a compromise between cost, occupied space and complexity, the detection sensitivity and
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accuracy should be improved as much as possible, which would eventually promote the application of
this technology.
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